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Abstract—We assume a database of items in which each item
is described by a set of attributes, some of which could be multivalued. We refer to each of the distinct attribute values as a
feature. We also assume that we have information about the
interactions (such as visits or likes) between a set of users and
those items. In our paper, we would like to rank the features of
an item using user-item interactions. For instance, if the items are
movies, features could be actors, directors or genres, and useritem interaction could be user liking the movie. These information
could be used to identify the most important actors for each
movie. While users are drawn to an item due to a subset of
its features, a user-item interaction only provides an expression
of user preference over the entire item, and not its component
features. We design algorithms to rank the features of an item
depending on whether interaction information is available at
aggregated or individual level granularity and extend them to
rank composite features (set of features). Our algorithms are
based on constrained least squares, network flow and non-trivial
adaptations to non-negative matrix factorization. We evaluate
our algorithms using both real-world and synthetic datasets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The fundamental maxim of any successful business is
“Know Your Customer”. In other words, knowing (a) what
are the items that users like? and (b) why do they like them?
Previously such understanding involved tedious and timeconsuming methods such as customer surveys, focus groups
or site visits. However, the advent of web has now enabled
businesses to easily quantify what items users like by measuring online interactions between users and the items. Such
interactions might involve users visiting the item webpages or
rating them. Recently, it has become easy for businesses to
put Facebook “Like” buttons1 or “+1” buttons2 from Google
over their item webpages which can be clicked by users to
demonstrate they like an item.
While the various user-item interactions such as visits, likes,
+1s and ratings provide a rich window into what users like,
answering the second question of why a user likes the items is
much trickier. If each user had provided elaborate comments or
reviews detailing why she liked the item, then identifying the
most important features can be solved by extracting semantic
information using text mining and information extraction [10],
[11]. However, online users are prone to be laconic - the fraction of users that provide detailed comments is minuscule [17].
Hence, the vast majority of user-item interaction information
1 http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/plugins/like/
2 https://developers.google.com/+/web/+1button/

is in its most rudimentary form - where we only know whether
users visited or liked an item or not.
We consider a database of items, where each item is
described by a set of attributes, some of which are multivalued. We refer to each of the distinct attribute values of an
item as features (or equivalently, an item can be described
as a set of features). For instance, in a movie streaming site
such as Netflix, the items could correspond to movies and
attributes might include actors, director, genres, etc. Notice
that actors and genres are multi-valued attributes as each
movie could have multiple actors/genres associated with it.
For an automotive classified site such as cars.com, the items
correspond to cars and attributes include the make, model,
transmission type, etc. Multi-valued attributes could include
its color, customizations etc. Collectively, the set of attribute
values forms the features of a given car.
Users are drawn to an item due to a small subset of its
features [8] and provide a coarse feedback for the entire
item by interacting with it. For Netflix, a simple user-item
interaction would involve whether the user watched the movie.
While some users could have watched the movie because it
starred Tom Hanks, others could have watched it because, in
addition, it was also directed by Steven Spielberg. Similarly,
while some users might buy a car due to its manufacturer,
others might buy it for the model and transmission type.
While significant previous work exists in the general area
of mining user-item interactions, our focus in this paper is the
investigation of a novel problem: how to rank the features
of each item from user-item interactions. In particular, we
wish to determine a ranking of each item’s features where
the ranking reflects the contribution of each feature to the
popularity (such as number of visits) of the item among the
users. Such analysis will enable the owners of the database
determining the reasons for the popularity (or lack thereof) of
certain items. For example, the Netflix website can get a sense
of the most popular actors for each movie, or even the most
popular actors globally. A car seller, can identify the set of
features of a car that is popular among buyers.
We focus in this paper on the scenario where we have access
to rudimentary user-item interaction data (for e.g, we only
know whether users visited or liked certain items or not).
Such information is available at either (a) individual level:
when the user is identifiable in each interaction (such as user
u visited item i), or (b) aggregated level: when the user is
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Database with 3 features and 2 items.

not identifiable, and we only know the aggregated number of
users who interacted with an item.
Thus, the principal problem investigated in this paper can
be stated as follows:
F EATURE R ANKING (FR) P ROBLEM : Given a database
where items are described as a set of features, and
rudimentary user-item interactions (either at aggregate
or individual level), identify the most important features
per item (alternatively, a ranked list of features per item).
Challenges. Given a simple user-item interaction data at the
level of visits/likes by users, ranking the features of items is
a challenging problem. There are no direct cues in the users’
feedback that hint about their preferences for certain specific
features - e.g., just the fact that a user has seen/liked a movie
does not give much insight about the specific actor(s) in the
movie that she likes. This indirect expression of preferences
makes ordering the features from the aggregate interaction
extremely challenging.
Clearly, assuming each feature has equal importance in the
popularity of an item is not useful. A more complex approach
for identifying the set of most preferred features is what
we call the tag cloud [16] based approach (as tag clouds
in social media interfaces are often generated this way). It
associates with each feature a score based on its “popularity”
(i.e. cumulative visits of all the items in which the feature is
present) and orders them based on the score. However, this
method has a number of pitfalls.
Illustrative Example. Suppose we have a database with
two items (say movies) i, j which have been visited by 100
and 1 users respectively during a certain time period. Suppose
there are three features a,b, and c (say actors) so that a is
present in item i, b is present in both items i and j, and c is
present in item j. See Figure 1 for a pictorial representation.
Consider the problem of identifying the global ranking of
features. The tag cloud based approach lists the features with a
score proportional to their visit frequency. In our example, the
score of a (resp. c) will be proportional to the number of visits
of i (100) (resp. j (1)), and the score of b is proportional to
visits of i and j (101). But if b is actually the most important
actor, why item j did not get more interactions? The main
problem with this method is the naı̈ve transfer of visit count
from items to their features, based on the premise that all the
features of an item are equally important. Intuitively, in our
example there are two possible explanations: (i) the importance

of feature a to item i is higher than that of b; (ii) by aggregating
the importance of features for all items, feature a has a higher
bearing on the potential visits than that of b and c, because
otherwise item j would have received more visits. While it is
easy to see in our example, generalizing such computations
for large data is not trivial and is the focus of this paper.
Our Approach. We propose a probabilistic model that describes user-item interactions in terms of user preference
distribution over features and a feature-item transition matrix
that determines the probability that an item will be chosen
given a feature. Given the observed user-item interaction
information at the aggregate (item i was visited by 1000
users) or individual (user u visited item i 10 times) levels,
our aim is to estimate the optimal values for user preference
distribution and feature-item transition matrix. The individual
level is approached as a marginal matrix factorization problem.
In contrast to classical non-negative matrix factorization, our
problem requires additional constraints such as stochasticity,
sparsity and constant values for certain matrix entries requiring
non-trivial adaptations. For the aggregate level, we do not
have adequate per-user visit information to perform matrix
factorization. Instead, we model the problem as estimating
the preferences of an “average” user and the corresponding
feature-item transition matrix. This is formulated as an optimization problem to which we provide an optimal algorithm
based on constrained least squares and a fast approximation
based on network-flow.
Summary of contributions.
•

•

•

•

For online databases that track user-item interaction information, we introduce and motivate the problem of
ranking features of item using only rudimentary user-item
interaction information such as user visits.
Given aggregate user-item interaction information, we
propose several algorithms based on constrained nonnegative least squares and network-flow.
If individual user-item interaction information is available, we design a constrained marginal non-negative
matrix factorization algorithm where a subset of matrix
entries could be constant.
We present a thorough experimental evaluation of our
algorithms using MovieLens/IMDB datasets and study
their scalability using large synthetic datasets.

Roadmap. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents our notation and framework. We first
discuss the simpler case where each user interacted with the
item due to a single feature. Sections III and IV describe
algorithms for ranking features for the case of aggregate and
individual user-item interaction information respectively. In
section V, we extend our techniques where user could be
interested in a subset of item features. Section VI presents our
experimental evaluation over real-world and synthetic datasets.
Section VII discusses related work followed by conclusions
and future work in section VIII.

II. F EATURE R ANKING P ROBLEM
In this section, we formalize the data model and describe the
two major problem variants that occur in practice when solving
the feature ranking problem . For the ease of discussion, we
assume that each user interacts with an item because she is
interested in a single item feature. As an example, user u
watched a movie primarily because it starred actor Tom Hanks.
We describe extensions to our algorithms where an user is
interested in a set of item features in section V.
A. Data Model
Items, Attributes and Features. We assume a database D of
n items (tuples). Each item can be represented by a collection
of attributes some of which could be multi-valued (such as
actors in a movie database). We refer to each of the distinct
attribute values of an item as its features. In other words, each
item can be described as a set of features. The total number
of distinct features for the entire database is represented by l.
User-Item Interaction Data. User-item interactions are represented differently at aggregated and individual level. Recall
from introduction that we only consider simple interactions
such as visits and likes, and not complex ones such as
comments. At the aggregate level, such interaction data is
represented by an aggregate interaction vector v where each
component corresponds to the interaction count of all users
for a given item. We then normalize the vector to make it
stochastic (i.e. with non-negative entries that add up to 1). In
the individual case, we have a matrix V where each column
provides the interaction count for each item in the database for
a specific user. The numerical value Vik reflects the number
of interactions between item i and user k. More generally,
this represents the relative importance of an item to the user.
The matrix V can then be normalized to get stochastic column
vectors V = {v1 , v2 , . . . vm } with vk ∈ [0, 1]n . Given V , we
can compute the aggregate interaction vector v as the average
of the vectors vi ∈ V .
B. Terminology
User-Feature Preferences. We denote the number of users
of the database by m. We assume a probabilistic user-feature
preference model in which a user i expresses her preferences
as a probabilistic distribution hi over features. The preferences
of the m users are modelled by an individual preference
matrix H which contains stochastic column vectors for each
user. H = {h1 , h2 , . . . hm } with hk ∈ [0, 1]` . The aggregate
preference vector of users h is computed as the average of
the vectors in H.
Feature-Item Transition Matrix. We assume a columnstochastic matrix Wn×` in which rows are items and columns
are features. Each cell Wij contains the probability that an
average user will visit item i if she is interested in feature j.
We assume a known binary matrix W n×` which contains the
list of all features of each item. We assume that if an item does
not contain a feature, then the probability that a user preferring
that feature to interact with that item is zero, in other words,

W ≤ W . W is not necessarily known, but can be inferred in
certain scenarios as described in subsection III-A.
Sparsity assumption. We assume that among all the ` features
available, each user expresses preference over a relatively
small fraction of them: |hk | ≤ s  `. In other words, H
is sparse column-wise. As an example, a typical movie goer
is most interested in few actors, directors or genres.
Model for User Interactions. Our model for interactions
between user and items can be described as follows : the user
picks a feature j with probability proportional to (hu )j . Once
she selects a feature, she selects an item i having that feature
with selection probability equal to Wij . Wij is the conditional
probability that user who has a preference for feature j will
visit item i. In short, the model assumes that users first pick
some features based on their preference and then selects an
item with that feature. The relationships stated above imply
that for every user k = 1, 2, . . . , m, W hk = vk . Additionally,
W H = V and W h = v.
Error Measures. Ranking an item’s features involves decomposing the interaction information v (resp V ) to W and h (resp
H). A natural way to verify the accuracy of our methods is via
reconstruction error – how close the estimated vector/matrix
(W h or W H) is to the observed interactions(v or V ). The
linear system defined by W h is overdetermined as the number
of equations (one per item) significantly outnumber the number of variables (one per feature). Hence the reconstruction is
never exact and only produces an approximate estimate. We
denote reconstruction error for our model as Error(v, W h).
Given two vectors/matrices P and Q, there are a number
of commonly used measures to compute the error between an
observed and the estimated values :
• L2 norm : ||Q − P ||2
• L1 norm : ||Q − P ||1
P
• KL divergence D(Q||P ) :
i Qi log(Qi /Pi ) − Qi + Pi .
C. Problem Variants
In order to rank features of an item, we first need to
estimate the feature-item transition matrix W and aggregate
preference vector h, or individual preference matrix H.
Given a feature transition vector for an item Wi· and h, we
can compute the relative importance of each feature of the item
by performing element-wise multiplication3 between Wi· and
h, Xi = Wi· ◦ h. Then the feature ranking is obtained by
ordering features based on their value in Xi .
There are two major problem variants depending upon the
granularity of user-item interaction information available. In
the first variant, the aggregate interaction vector v is available
to us and we would like to rank the features of an item i, by
estimating item-feature visit vector Xi . We achieve this by
computing W and h from v and calculating Xi as Wi· ◦ h. In
the second variant, we have in our possession, the individual
interaction matrix V and our aim is to compute the vector
3 Given two vectors A = (a , a , a ) and B = (b , b , b ), we define the
1 2 3
1 2 3
element-wise multiplication as the operation that multiplies each component
of A with its corresponding one in B, i.e. A◦B = (a1 ×b1 , a2 ×b2 , a3 ×b3 )

Xi . We achieve this by decomposing V to its components feature-item transition matrix W and individual preference
matrix H. We then rank the features of an item by computing
the aggregate preference vector h from H and then using
the equation Wi· ◦ h.
Problem 1 (FR-AGG): Given a database D and aggregate
interaction vector v, estimate the item-feature visit vector Xi
(where Xi = Wi· ◦h) for each item i such that Error(v, W h)
is minimized.
Problem 2 (FR-INDIV): Given a database D and individual interaction matrix V , estimate the item-feature visit vector
Xi for each item i (where Xi = Wi· ◦ h , h is the average of
columns of H ) such that Error(V, W H) is minimized.
III. F EATURE R ANKING WITH AGGREGATED
I NTERACTION I NFORMATION
In this section, we consider the first scenario where only
aggregate interaction information v is available for all items.
Recall that the user interaction patterns can be described by
equation W h = v. We are interested in item-feature visit
vector Xi for each item that can be estimated by the equation
Wi· ◦ h. Henceforth, we will focus on computing W and h
from v for the rest of the section.
Decomposing a single vector v into a matrix W and another
vector h is hard due to the limited information available in v
that could possibly be imprecise. In other words, the number of
unknowns (elements in W and h) significantly outnumber the
number of observed values in v. Even the sparsity assumption
made in §II-C does not contribute to any major simplification
of the problem. Hence, we consider two simplified problem
variants where one of W and h is known (or can be computed)
and the aim is to estimate the optimal value of the other. We
first describe an algorithm to estimate aggregate preference
vector h given information about W . We then tackle the
trickier case of estimating feature-item transition matrix W
using h and v.
A. Feature Ranking via h Estimation
In this section, our aim is to estimate the aggregate
preference vector h, which can be viewed as the preferences
of an “average” user. In order to estimate h, we require
the item-feature transition matrix W and the aggregate
interaction vector v. W can be computed using a number
of application-specific mechanisms. As an example, if the
items were movies and actors were the features, one way to
estimate W is to provide different weights to actors depending
upon whether had the starring role in the movie. However,
if all we have are the boolean feature-to-item matrix W
(denoting the presence/absence of a feature in an item), we can
still approximate W by assuming uniform preference to each
feature and then making the matrix column-wise stochastic.
Given the availability of W and h, this variant of Problem 1
can be formally described as :
Problem 3: Given database D, aggregate interaction vector
v and items to features matrix W , determine the aggregate

preference vector h that minimizes reconstruction error,
Error(v, W h).
In most databases, the number of items n is significantly
higher than the number of features l. In other words, in the
system W h = v the number of equations is significantly
higher than the number of unknown variables, resulting in
an over-constrained linear system with no solutions. The
specific solution will depend on the choice of error function.
The generic algorithm to solve Problem 3 is described in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 FR-AGG-W
Input: Database D and aggregate visit vector v
1: W = Estimate feature-item transition matrix
2: constraints = { ∀i ∈ [1, n] hi ≥ 0, ||h||1 = 1 }
3: h = argmin Error(v, W h) subject to constraints
h

4:
5:

Compute Xi = Wi· ◦ h ∀i ∈ [1, n]
return X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }

The algorithm tries to solve a constrained optimization problem with non-negativity and stochasticity constraints. Different
error functions result in different optimization problems.
A natural error function to use is that of L2 where we
chose the solution that minimizes the reconstruction error
Error(v, W h) defined as ||v − W h||2 (L2 error). We can
notice that this formulation is a variant of the Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) estimator [2] with non-negativity and stochasticity constraints added. There are two major techniques to
solve this problem. In the first, the constrained least squares
problem is transformed into an alternate formulation that is
unconstrained and can then be efficiently solved. Alternatively,
the problem can be treated as generalized singular value
decomposition problem for the compound matrix constructed
from W and the constraint matrix.
Complexity. The worst case complexity for computing constrained least squares is O(n2 l + n3 ) [2]. However, a number
of efficient iterative algorithms exist that return the solution
within a small number of iterations [2].
Example. We compute the aggregate preference vector for
the running example described in the Introduction (Figure 1).
We constructed W by assuming uniform distribution over preferences. However, even this simple method already provides
a more realistic aggregate preference vector for the example
of Figure 1. Assuming items i and j are equally important for
users interested in their shared feature b, the equations are:
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1.0 0.5 0.0 
hb  =
0.0 0.5 0.1
hc
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Solving this system provides the value for (ha , hb , hc ) as
(0.98, 0.015, 0.005). Features b and c have a relatively minor
importance as otherwise j would have been selected by more
users.

The aggregate preference vector h can also be considered as
representing the global importance of a feature. Algorithm 1
tries to find the appropriate “score” for each feature based on
how well each feature can explain the user-item interaction
count. From this perspective, this problem can be considered to
be related to the traditional feature selection problem where the
features that receive the top score according to some scoring
function are selected for model building. However, there exist
a number of issues that prevent us from using feature selection
techniques. First, the key rationale for feature selection (FS)
is to weed out redundant features. Further, our reason for
computing these scores is to perform feature ranking within
each item even when item features are not important globally.
There is no easy way to adapt the FS global scores to perform
feature ranking that is item dependent. However, our model
assumptions allow one to derive item specific feature ranking
as described below.
Feature Ranking. Once h is estimated, then the feature
ranking of any item can be computed by performing a
component wise multiplication between the item’s feature
transition vector Wi· and h. Continuing the running example, the weights of features for item i can be computed as
[1.0, 0.5, 0.0]◦[0.98, 0.015, 0.005] to obtain [0.98, 0.0075, 0.0].
Reordering the features based on the weights, we can see that
for item i, feature a has higher rank than feature b.
B. Feature Ranking via W Estimation
In this subsection, we describe algorithms to estimate the
feature-item transition matrix W . Recall that Wij provides the
probability that a user who is interested in feature j will visit
item i. Once the matrix W is estimated, it can be used to rank
an item’s feature using a post processing step. In addition,
matrix entries provide an ordering of items that contain a
feature which might be of independent interest.
This problem variant is applicable in scenarios where we
have access to aggregate preference vector h and aggregate
visit information v. h provides the relative importance of the
different features for the overall population of users (global
ranking of features). This can be obtained from a number
of sources, such as domain experts, historical data, polling,
indirect evidence such as search volume on a search engine,
etc. It must be noted that the ranking must only involve the
subset of features that are present in items, i.e. only the
features where W ij = 1. We assume that the presence or
absence of a feature in an item is available or can be easily
identified. We formally define the variant of Problem 1 below.
Problem 4: Given a database D, aggregate interaction
vector v, boolean feature-item presence matrix W and a
aggregate preference vector h, determine a non-negative item
to feature matrix W ≤ W that minimizes reconstruction error,
Error(v, W h).
We provide two different algorithms for solving Problem 4.
First, we consider the case where the L2 norm is used to
compute the reconstruction error, ||v − W h||2 and provide
an algorithm FR-AGG-h-LS based on convex quadratic optimization. Even though this algorithm provides an optimal

solution, we design an effective and very efficient heuristic
by considering the expression V − W h for computing reconstruction error. The algorithm FR-AGG-h-NF is based on
network flow approach. We show experimentally the superior
performance of the heuristic with only minor compromise in
reconstruction error.
1) Optimal Algorithm using Convex Optimization: The
first algorithm we describe is based on an extension of the
algorithm for Problem 3. In contrast to estimating the entries
of a vector, we need to estimate the nonnegative entries of
matrix W .
A natural way of modelling the problem is as a convex
quadratic minimization problem with linear constraints. The
objective function minimizes the reconstruction error defined
as ||v − W h||2 . The first constraint ensures that only the
features that are actually present in the item will be ranked
(i.e. features where Wij = 1). As described previously, such
identification can be made by a number of techniques such
as content analysis. This constraint also imposes what can be
considered as a row-wise sparsity constraint that dramatically
reduces the number of unknowns for each item. This is due to
the fact that for most items in the database can be described
with a small subset of features. The second constraint corresponds to the column-wise stochasticity requirements so that
Wij has the interpretation of being the conditional probability
that a user interested in feature j will visit item i. Finally, we
require that each entry in the matrix W be non-negative.
The optimization problem is a special case of Convex
Optimization that can be optimally and efficiently solved by
interior point algorithm described in [15]. The algorithms
work by adapting Newton’s method to barrier functions that
restrict the solution to the feasible region. A pseudocode for
FR-AGG-h-LS is provided in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 FR-AGG-h
Input: Database D and aggregate visit vector v
1: W = Estimate feature-item presence matrix
2: h = Estimate aggregate preference vector
3: constraints = { W ≤ W and ∀j||W·j ||1 = 1 and ∀i, j
Wij ≥ 0 }
4: W = argmin Error(v, W h) subject to constraints
W

Compute Xi = Wi· ◦ h ∀i ∈ [1, n]
6: return X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }

5:

Complexity. Even though the algorithm is known to run in
polynomial time, an exact asymptotic runtime is not known.
The number of iterations taken is known to be proportional
to the square root of the problem size (where problem size
is defined as the number of bits of input to the optimization
problem). A pessimistic estimate of the worst case running
time can be estimated by observing that the problem can be
formulated as a constrained least squares. This is done by
linearizing the matrix W to a vector w0 and converting the h
vector to a banded matrix H 0 . In other words, for each row i,
the cells corresponding i ∗ |l| . . . ((i + 1) ∗ |l| − 1) is set to h

and the remaining entries are set to 0. The dimension of w0 is
1 × nl and that of H 0 is n × nl. This results in a runtime that
is cubic with respect to the size of database - O(n3 l + n3 ).
Example. Using the running example, we can show the utility
of our quadratic minimization based approach. We use the
frequencies of features a, b, and c as the input values for h. By
solving the optimization using the CVXOPT [1] solver, we get
the solution as: Wia = 1.0, Wib = 0.9851, Wjb = 0.01480,
Wjc = 1.0.
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2) An Approximate Algorithm using Network Flow: While
the solution provided by FR-AGG-h-LS is optimal, the time
complexity is cubic in the size of the database. For large
databases, this is prohibitive and provides a motivation for
us to design an efficient heuristic. The primary aim is to
design an heuristic that is efficient (has superior running time)
and effective (has comparable accuracy). A key challenge
in the previous approach was that the optimization, while
convex, was quadratic with complex linear constraints. In this
approach, we relax the optimization goal from minimizing the
reconstruction error to the maximizing the flow of “interest”
from features to items.
We consider a graph-based representation of the problem
that directly maps to the elements in Figure 1: a bipartite graph
where nodes in one partition are features (for instance, actors),
nodes in the other partition are items (for instance, items), and
an edge exist between an item i and a feature j iff Wij = 1.
Items are associated with their corresponding weights in the
aggregate interaction vector v (by capacity-bounded connections to an artificial source node), and features are associated
with their corresponding weights in the aggregate preference
vector h (by capacity-bounded connections to an artificial sink
node. The result is shown in Figure 2.
In comparison with the previous formulation, we switch
the objective function from minimizing reconstruction error
||v − W h||2 to that of minimizing v − W h; the reconstruction
error becomes one-sided (in other words v − W h ≥ 0) and the
objective function becomes linear. Notice that this formulation
corresponds to a specific class of linear optimization functions
equivalent to maximum flow problem. This allows us to tap
into its rich literature and use any of the state-of-the-art
algorithms for maximum flow problem.
Complexity. We used the Goldberg and Tarjan algorithm with
FIFO heuristic [5] that has a complexity O(nm). However, any
algorithms for network flow can be utilized as well.
Example. Figure 2 provides the augmented graph corresponding to running example. The output we obtained is Wia = 1.0,
Wib = 0.99, Wjb = 0.01, Wjc = 1.0. While the solution is
similar to that of previous approach, the algorithm was almost
10 times faster.
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Fig. 2. Augmented graph of the example in Figure 1 for the maximum-flow
formulation.

Comparison of two approaches. Both FR-AGG-h-LS and
FR-AGG-h-NF tried to compute W given v and h. There
are a number of differences between the two approaches.
FR-AGG-h-LS uses L2 norm for computing the reconstruction error while FR-AGG-h-NF uses L1 norm. This has the
effect that solution provided by FR-AGG-h-LS is always
optimal. As described previously, the reconstruction error of
FR-AGG-h-NF is one sided and (v − W h ≥ 0 always).
This results in both algorithms potentially providing different
solutions to the same problem.
We can compute the effectiveness of the solution provided
by FR-AGG-h-NF by comparing the ratio of its L2 norm
with that of the optimal solution provided by√FR-AGG-h-LS.
Theoretically, this ratio can be as worse as l n. However, our
empirical experiments show that, in practice, the quality of the
solutions provided by both methods are comparable.
Another major factor in the accuracy of the algorithms is
the mechanisms used to estimate W (for FR-AGG-W-LS)
and h (for FR-AGG-h). We had previously described few
application specific mechanisms to estimate the respective
variables. However, the quality of the feature ranking is heavily
contingent on the quality of input quantities (h or W ). As we
will later show in experiments, given an accurate input, our
algorithms provide optimal solutions for feature ranking.
IV. F EATURE R ANKING WITH I NDIVIDUAL I NTERACTION
I NFORMATION
In this section we consider the scenario where information
about individual users’ visits is available. In other words,
we possess the matrix V where each column provides the
normalized interaction count of each item in the database for a
specific user. As the user interaction patterns can be described
by equation W H = V , we strive to factorize V into the
component matrices - a feature-item transition matrix W
and an individual preference matrix H. However, recall that
our ultimate goal is to compute the item-feature visit vector
Xi for each item that can be estimated by the equation Wi. ◦h,
where h is obtained by averaging column-wise vectors of H.
We assume that, for each user u, the user-feature preference
H.u is sparse, as discussed in section II-C.
Non-Negative Factorization (NMF). Non-negative factorization (NMF) is a powerful technique that was originally
proposed as a method for finding matrix factors with parts-ofwhole interpretations [13]. Given a nonnegative matrix Rn×m

(where all elements have a value greater than or equal to
zero) and a positive integer r, NMF aims at finding two
nonnegative matrices (factors) Pn×r and Qr×m such that the
matrix product P Q is as close as possible to the original matrix
R. This results in an approximation problem where the goal
is to minimize an error function that measures the divergence
between P Q and R. The two most popular error functions are
L2 norm and Kullback-Leibler divergence.
We will show that our problem of decomposing V into
matrices W and H can naturally be expressed as a constrained
NMF problem.
Problem 5: Given a database D and an individual interaction matrix V determine a non-negative feature-item transition matrix W ≤ W and a sparse individual preference matrix H that minimizes reconstruction error, Error(V, W H)
and respects the stochasticity constraints for W and H.
Notice that this problem is different from problems 3 and
4 (W h = v) defined in the previous section where the only
available information was an aggregate interaction vector v.
The lack of information there made it impossible to solve
simultaneously for W and h. In Problem 5, the presence of
an individual interaction matrix V along with the sparsity
constraints provides enough information allowing to find both
factors W and H at once.
Algorithm 3 FR-INDIV-MNMF
Input: Database D and individual interaction matrix V
1: W = Estimate feature-item presence matrix
2: H0 = Initialize a column-wise sparse individual preference matrix using setCover (Step 1)
3: Compute W1 , H1 = M-NMF(W , H0 ) (Step 2)
4: W, H = Impose stochastic constraints (Step 3)
5: Compute h = average(H)
6: Compute Xi = Wi· ◦ h ∀i ∈ [1, n] (Step 4)
7: return X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }

Challenges. The classical NMF does not have any constraint
other than the non-negativity of matrices W and H, making a
direct application of Lee and Sung algorithm [13] inappropriate in our case. In fact, the factors produced by this algorithm
may not respect the column stochasticity and sparsity constraints that our factors W and H need to satisfy. Adding general linear constraints to NMF results in a quartic constrained
problem that can be solved using the slow “additive” update
rules. For instance, Hoyer [9] has proposed a NMF algorithm
in which very general sparsity constraints on the factors can be
specified. However, perhaps as a consequence of the generality
of this algorithm, the proposed complex algorithm uses an
“additive” iterative updates based on gradient descent approach
(rather than “multiplicative” as in [13]) which significantly
slows the convergence. Moreover, there does not appear to be
any guarantee of convergence.
Unlike the factors produced by Hoyer algorithm, our factors
are subject to a very specific sparsity and stochasticity constraints. The sparsity in H should be column-wise to reflect

the fact that a user cannot be interested in all the features of the
database. This constraint is captured through |H.u | ≤ s  `.
The sparsity in W can be seen as set of equality constraints
that impose that some entries in W are known and hence
should not be update during the factorization process. This
constraint is captured through the constraint W ≤ W . Given
that some entries are known in the factors makes our problem
different from any other NMF algorithm. Hence we refer to
our problem as the Marginal NMF problem, and develop a
factoring algorithm that uses “multiplicative” update rules to
speed up the factorization and exhibits provable convergence
guarantee. Finally, the stochasticity constraints impose that W
rows and H columns sum to one at the end of the factorization.
Our proposed method. We choose Kullback-Leibler divergence D(V ||W H) in order to measure the reconstruction error
between V and W H. This choice (instead of other measures
such as L2 distance) allows us to design an algorithm that
preserves the column stochasticity constraints in the solution.
In what follows, we propose a four-step algorithm (Algorithm
3) to solve the problem of ranking item features in the
presence of individual interaction matrix V . Our approach has
many novel modifications compared to previous algorithms
[13], [9] to also handle the specific sparsity and stochastic
constraints that the factors W and H need to satisfy. In
the first step, we show how to impose sparsity constraints
over H using Set-Cover techniques. In the second step, we
describe the modifications necessary to the NMF algorithm
to compute non-negative factors W and H that respect all
sparsity constraints. In the third step, we show how to modify
W and H to also respect the stochastic constraints. The last
step describes how to compute the item-feature visit vector
of each item given feature-item transition matrix W and
individual preference matrix H.
Step 1: Imposing sparsity constraints over H. Recall from
Section II that we impose a (row) sparsity constraint over
the factor W by assuming a sparse binary matrix W such
that W ≤ W . An entry (W )ij = 0 iff item i does not
contain feature j. A seemingly similar approach can be used
to also impose (column) sparsity constraints over the factor
H by defining a sparse binary matrix H such that H ≤ H,
where an entry (H)jk = 0 if user k has not visited any item
that contains feature j. However, this straightforward approach
may not generate adequate sparsity constraints, since the union
of distinct features of the items that a user has visited may be
quite large.
Therefore, we consider a modification of this naive approach, where we consider the items visited by any user k,
and derive from this the minimum set of distinct features that
covers these items. In other words, for each user k we compute
column vector H .k ∈ {0, 1}` such that |{j : H jk > 0}| is
minimized subject to
{j : H jk > 0} = {j : ∃i s.t. (W )ij > 0 ∧ Vik > 0}
Computing each column vector H .k is equivalent to solving an instance of the Set-Cover problem [4]. Although

the problem is NP-complete, we use a well-known greedy
algorithm that achieves an approximation factor bounded by
ln(|{i : (V )ik > 0}|) + 1.
The following lemma describes an useful relationship between W , H and V .
Lemma 1: For all i, k, (W H)ik = 0 implies Vik = 0. In
other words, (W H) ≥ V
Proof: If the quantity Vik is non-zero, this implies that
item i was visited by user k. However, consider the quantity
(W H)ij . The only way it can be zero is if the set of features
in the preference vector of the user k, i.e., {r : (H)rk > 0}
is completely disjoint from the set of features that appear
in item i, i.e., {r : (W )ir > 0}. However, our set-cover
based approach of computing H prevents this from happening,
because if user k has visited item i, then at least one of the
features of the item should appear in the user preference vector.
Step 2: Iterative algorithm with multiplicative update
rules. In the second step, we propose modifications to the
algorithm [13] to discover factors W and H such that the
reconstruction error D(V ||W H) is minimized.
Let us elaborate a bit more on the sparsity constraints.
The constraints essentially dictate which entries of W and H
should be zeros, while the remaining entries are to be treated
as unknown variables which need to be filled with positive
values. We thus refer to the former entries as constants and to
the latter entries as variables. Moreover, to make our algorithm
(as well as the proof of convergence) simpler to explain, we
make a small modification to the sparsity constraints: rather
than zero, each constant entry of W and H is assigned a very
small constant value of  which remains unchanged throughout
the algorithm’s execution.4 Note however, that we do not make
any modifications to V , which may contain many zeros.
The algorithm in [13] first initializes W and H to random
positive matrices, and then performs the following multiplicative update rules until convergence:
P Wij Vik
i

Hjk ← Hjk

P

Pr
i

P
Wij ← Wij

k

Wir Hrk

Wij

PHjk Vik
Wir Hrk

Pr
k

Hjk

(1)

(2)

We discuss the modifications necessary for applying this
algorithm to our problem. First, the initialization step has to
be modified. We initialize the constant entries of W and H to a
small positive value  (as explained above). We then initialize
the remaining variable entries to random positive quantities.
Thus, W and H do not contain any zeros.
Next, we note that the updates cannot be applied to all
entries of W and H, because then the constant entries will
change, thus violating the sparsity constraints. Instead, the
update rules are applied only to the variable entries of W
and H.
4 Our algorithm will correctly run even if each constant entry of W and H
is assigned the value zero; but the convergence proof is more elaborate.

The following lemmas and theorem focus on showing that
even though the original algorithm in [13] is now restricted
to only updating the (variable) parts of W and H, it still has
provable convergence characteristics5 .
Lemma 2: After every iteration under the update rules
rules (1) and (2), the variable entries of W and H remain
non-zero.
Proof: To prove this, we need to show that the multiplicative factor can never become zero. Consider a variable
entry Hjk and the corresponding update rule (1). The only
way in which the
P multiplicative factor can become zero is
if the quantity
i Wij Vik (i.e., the dot product of the two
vectors W.j and V.k ) becomes zero. But the variable entries
of Wij represent the set of items that contain feature j, while
the variable entries of Vik represent the set of items visited
by user k. Since Hjk is itself a variable, we know that user
k has visited at least one item containing feature j. Thus the
two sets overlap, and the dot product of the two vectors W.j
and V.k cannot be zero. A similar argument can be used to
show that the variable entries in W remain non-zero.
Theorem 1: The reconstruction error D(V ||W H) is nonincreasing under the update rules (1) and (2) when restricted
to the variables of W and H.
We do not include the proof due to space constraints. Our
proof is obtained by taking into consideration the impact of
sparsity constraints in the corresponding theorem in [13], i.e.,
only the variable entries of W and H are updated. We also
show that our update rules are well behaved even if some of
the entries V are zero.
Step 3: Imposing stochastic constraints on W and H.
The matrices W and H produced by Step 2 satisfy the
sparsity requirements, however, they may not satisfy the column stochastic constraints, which requires that the weights
of each column of W and H sum to 1. In this step we
describe a procedure for further modifying W and H such
that the stochastic constraints are satisfied. We make use of
the following theorem by Ho and Dooren [7].
Theorem 2: Let W , H be a stationary point (local minima)
for the NMF problem of factorizing V with reconstruction
error D(V ||W H). Then W H can be further factored into the
following form
W H = Pm×` Dl×` Q`×n
where P is column stochastic,
PQ is rowPstochastic, and D is
diagonal non-negative where i Dii = ij Vij . Furthermore,
if V is column stochastic, then DQ is column stochastic.
The factorization in the above theorem is accomplished as
follows. Define the normalization factors DW and DH (both
` × ` diagonal matrices) as the column sum of W and row
sum of H, respectively. Then P is obtained by dividing each
column of W by its non-zero column sum. Thus P DW = W .
5 Strictly speaking, we do not prove convergence; rather we prove that the
reconstruction error is non-increasing at each iteration.

Likewise, Q is obtained by dividing each row of H by its nonzero row sum. Thus DH Q = H. If we define D = DW DH ,
then clearly W H = P DQ.
This theorem immediately suggests the computation that
needs to be done in Step 3. We factor the W H returned in
Step 2 into P DQ as described above, and since V is known
to be column stochastic, we return W 0 = P and H 0 = DQ.
We note that W 0 and H 0 satisfy column stochastic as well as
sparsity constraints.
Step 4: Computing item-feature visit vectors Xi . Once the
feature-item transition matrix W and individual preference
matrix H are obtained, then the feature ranking of any item
can be computed as follows. First, compute the aggregate
preference vector h by averaging all column-wise vectors
H.j ∈ H, then perform a component wise multiplication
between the item’s feature transition vector Wi. and h, i.e.
Xi = Wi. ◦ h.
V. E XTENSIONS
In this section, we generalize the user-item interaction
model. Previously, our model assumed that user u first picked
a single feature j based on their individual preference vector
hu and then selected an item i containing j with probability
proportional to Wij . However, we now relax that constraint
and allow user to pick a small subset of features based on
their preferences. Intuitively, our prior model dictated that the
user watched a movie either because it starred Tom Hanks or
it was directed by Steven Spielberg but not for both. We now
generalize by allowing such a possibility.
Formally, we allow a tunable parameter p that controls the
maximum feature subset size. For eg, a value of p = 2 means
that users can express their preference over all individual and
pairs of features. We refer to each distinct feature subset as
a composite feature. Given an item i with features x, y, z and
p = 2, the composite features are {x}, {y}, {z}, {x,y}, {x,z}
and {y,z}. However, we assume that each individual feature
within a composite feature has equal weight. i.e. both x and
y have equal weight within {x, y}. Determining weights of
features within a subset is a significantly harder problem when
only rudimentary interaction information is available and is left
as a future extension.
The required changes in our data model is surprisingly
simple. While each item is still described by a set of features,
the individual preference vector hu is defined over composite features. hu is a stochastic vector and user picks up a
composite feature j with probability proportional to (hu )j .
The feature-item transition matrix W is also now defined over
composite features. Each cell Wij provides the probability that
an user will consume item i given composite feature j. There is
no change in aggregate or individual interaction information (v
or V ). The problem variants FR-AGG and FR-INDIV are now
defined over composite features where we need to determine
item-composite feature visit vectors denoted by Xi . All our
algorithms are oblivious to the transition between features to
composite features.

Feature Ranking with Composite Features. While the concept of composite feature makes our model more realistic,
our objective remains ranking the individual features based on
their contribution to the item’s popularity (such as number of
visits). The output of algorithms for problems FR-AGG and
FR-INDIV provide item-composite feature visit vectors, Xi .
Each component of (Xi )j can be interpreted as the contribution of composite feature j to the popularity of item i. This
can be transformed into a non-stochastic distribution over individual features. Specifically, for each individual
P feature f and
composite feature C, we use the expression C (Xi )C I(f, C).
Intuitively, we identify all the composite features containing f
and aggregate their corresponding component in Xi . I(f, C)
denotes a function that returns 1 if f ∈ C and returns 0 otherwise. Suppose we have X{a} = 0.5, X{b} = 0.3, X{a,b} = 0.2
0
then it can be transformed to individual features as X{a} =
0
X{a} + X{a,b} = 0.7 and X{b} = 0.5. Even though the new
vector X 0 is no longer stochastic, it is an estimate of the
proportion of user interactions that can be attributed to each
individual features.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
We conducted a comprehensive set of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of various methods for
ranking item features. The ranking quality is measured within
two scenarios: prediction of the most prominent feature (precision@1) and overall ranking of item features (nDCG@k).
All our predictions are compared to those produced by two
different baselines against a predefined ground truth. We show
that utilizing the user visit information leads to a better ranking
in the case of niche content. In the quantitative evaluation,
we measured the execution time (cpu time) of our different
methods while varying different parameters. In what follows,
we first describe datasets used. Then, we present the ground
truth and different baselines and algorithms we implemented.
Finally, we report the qualitative and quantitative experiments
we conducted and discuss the obtained results.
A. Dataset
We conducted our experiments using the 10M MovieLens
dataset6 , which describes the ratings given by a set of users
to a set of movies. This dataset is joined with cast data from
IMDB7 , indicating which actors acted on each of the movies.
The mapping of our problem formulation to this dataset is the
following: (i) items are movies, (ii) features are actors in the
movies, and (iii) interactions are ratings. We consider all the
movies having at least 50 ratings, this yields 464K ratings by
5.7K users on 1, 500 movies, containing 3, 500 distinct actors.
Synthetic dataset generation. We created different synthetic
datasets by varying four parameters: n (# of items), ` (# of
features), m (# of users), and s (sparsity ratio). The itemfeature transition matrix W was generated in such a way that
6 http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
7 http://www.imdb.com

the frequency distribution of features within synthetic collections follows the observed Zipfian distribution of features in
movielens. The visit matrix V is created in the same way as
W . Finally, the individual preference matrix H is created
using several values of column-wise sparsity ratio s.
Implementation details. Our algorithms are implemented in
Python 2.7. All the experiments are performed on Linux
Ubuntu 12.10 machine, Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz processor, and
12 GB RAM.
B. Algorithms and evaluation metrics
Ground Truth. The IMDB data includes a list of actors sorted
by the importance of their roles in each movie, i.e. the first
actor is the star of the movie, etc. To validate this ranking,
we have conducted a user study on Mechanical Turk8 . For
each Human Intelligence Task, we showed a movie and asked
users to pick the actor for which they would like to watch
the movie. In 92% of cases, users picked the top actor from
IMDB listing.
Baselines. We have designed two baselines, BLtc and BLnb to
rank item features. BLtc is an extension of the method used
to generate tag clouds[16]. It assumes that the importance of
a feature is (i) proportional to its popularity in the dataset
and (ii) independent from the item in which it appears. For
every feature f , we aggregate the number of ratings over
items that contain that feature which are normalized to obtain
a aggregate preference vector h. The per-item ranking of
features is obtained as Xi = Wi· ◦ h, where the weights Wi·
are assumed to be uniform. The main drawback of BLtc is the
naive transfer of the number of ratings from items to features.
The second baseline (BLnb) overcomes such a problem
by adapting a Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm to predict the
probability (score) of a feature (fi ) as the fraction of ratings
(Y ) achieved by items containing it. We first discretized the
number of visits Y into five classes (very popular,somewhat
popular,average,not popular, niche) using equi-depth histograms. We assume random variables Y and F1 ,F2 ,. . . F`
corresponding to the class of popularity (Y ) and feature vector
components f1 , f2 , . . . f` . The parameters P (fi |Y = yk ) for
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . l} and the distribution of P (Y ) are estimated
using maximum likelihood as follows: P (fi |Y = yk ) =
#I{Fi =fi ,Y =yk }
(fraction of items having feature fi within yk
#I{Y =yk }
divided by the cardinality of yk ); P (Y = yk ) = #I{Y|I|=yk } .
The raking of features of an item with yk ratings is given by
the corresponding feature probabilities P (fi |Y = yk ).

Algorithms. When aggregate interaction information is available we use algorithms FR-AGG-W-LS, FR-AGG-h-LS
and FR-AGG-h-NF. The first two use L2 error function
while the latter uses L1 . Algorithms FR-AGG-h-LS* and
FR-AGG-h-NF* represent variants of the previous methods
where the aggregate preference vector h∗ is given by a
domain expert. For individual interaction information, we use
algorithm FR-INDIV-MNMF.
8 http://www.mturk.com

Evaluation metrics. To measure the effectiveness of our
algorithms we use Precision@1 and nDCG@k. The former
measures the accuracy of predicting the most prominent feature per item whereas the latter measures the quality of item
features ranking with respect to the ground truth. Precision@1
is the fraction of times where the most prominent feature
predicted by our algorithm agreed with the ground truth.
In our database, this corresponds to identifying the starring
actor in a movie. The nDCG@k is computed as the ratio of
the discounted cumulative gain of the top k most prominent
features identified by our methods with that of ground truth.
Efficiency of our algorithms is measured in cpu seconds. For
each experiment we reported the average of three runs.
C. Qualitative Evaluation
In order to capture the impact of the prolificacy of features
on our methods and baselines, we created different subsets corresponding to different prolificacy cut-off(pco) values
{3, 4, . . . 12}. For instance, a subset with pco = 3 contains
only those movies whose most prolific actor appears in at
most 3 movies. Figure 3(a) illustrates the sizes of the different
subsets created.
Figure 3(b) plots the curves of precision@1 obtained by our
algorithms at different pco values. The figure shows that all our
methods outperformed both baselines in determining the most
prominent feature for niche items (pco ≤ 7). For instance,
in the case of pco = 3, FR-INDIV-MNMF achieved the best
precision@1 score (0.92) followed by FR-AGG-h-NF (0.69)
and FR-AGG-W-LS (0.58). We notice that from pco = 8
onward, BLtc got better predictions than our methods. This is
due to the bias introduced by the popularity of some actors.
In fact, it is easy to see that an actor who acts in more than
8 movies has a high probability of being the starring actor in
the movies he acted in. Further, we can see that our method
outperforms BLnb in almost all cases.
Figure 3(c) plots precision@1 scores obtained by different
variants of FR-AGG-h. These curves show that whenever a
better distribution of features in the aggregate preference
vector h∗ is known, the accuracy of FR-AGG-h-LS* and
FR-AGG-h-NF* is significantly improved. For instance, a
peak of precision@1 = 0.98 is observed at pco = 3.
Furthermore, the availability of h∗ leads to better predictions
even for items with prolific features (pco ≥ 8). One way
to compute h∗ is to use the IMDB cast information. For a
particular movie m, and an actor a acting in it, we compute
the score sma = 1/i, where i is the IMDB ranking position of
a in m. Then, h∗ is obtained by summing the scores of every
actor a across all movies he acted in.
Ranking quality. Figure 4 reports the nDCG@k achieved
by our methods within different datasets corresponding to
different pco values. Unlike precision@1, the nDCG@k captures the quality of ranking the first k features per item. Not
surprisingly, our methods achieve a better ranking in the case
of niche items (low values of pco). Two observations can be
made here. (i) FR-AGG-h-NF shows a decreasing trend of
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for a single prominent reason. Our algorithms still outperform
baseline for niche items.
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nDCG@k scores as k increases. The decreasing trend is amplified in the case of FR-AGG-h-NF*. Hence the apt usecase
for FR-AGG-h-NF* is to identify the most prominent feature
(as shown by its excellent performance for precision@1).
This is caused by the fact that network flow simply tries to
maximize the flow without any regard to “spreading” around
the credit. (ii) The usage of a good global preference vector
(h∗ ) leads to a significant improvement of nDCG@k scores
of both FR-AGG-h-LS*, and FR-AGG-h-NF*.
Composite Features. We also evaluated the performance of
our algorithms for composite features for the case p = 2 and
p = 3. The results can be seen in Figure 5. We can see that for
the movielens dataset, the precision drops slightly for higher
value of p. This is to be expected as most users visit a movie

D. Efficiency and Scalability
We analyze the efficiency and scalability of our algorithms
by performing a comprehensive set of runs by varying different
parameters such as number of items, number of features, and
number of users.
Results. In the first experiment, we varied the number of items
(n) to take values in {5000, 10000, 15000, 20000} while
the remaining parameters were fixed as follows: m = 3000,
` = 5000, and s = 0.01. These numbers result in bipartite
graphs with around 1 million edges. Figure 6(A) illustrates
the execution time achieved by the different methods. Dashed
line curve corresponds to FR-AGG-h-NF and should be read
on the right-hand side y-axis.
Not surprisingly, FR-AGG-h-NF is much faster than all
other methods in all problem scales. For instance, in the
case of n = 20000 items, FR-AGG-h-NF runs in only
0.8 second. The quartic algorithm(polynomial of degree 4)
in FR-INDIV-MNMF is the most expensive followed by

TABLE I
E XECUTION TIME OF FR-INDIV-MNMF ON SYNTHETIC DATA VARYING m
AND s.
#users (m)
time (sec)
sparsity (s)
time (sec)

5000
4310.79
0.0001
8707.14

10000
9168.48
0.001
8889.79

15000
12105.82
0.01
9707.35

20000
17154.14
0.1
11906.03

the quadratic algorithms FR-AGG-h-LS and FR-AGG-W-LS
(with similar curves), while FR-AGG-h-NF is almost linear.
In the second experiment we varied the total number of features and results are in Figure 6 (B). The network flow version
of FR-AGG-h outperforms other algorithms. In fact, unlike
the first experiment where the time achieved by these two
methods was almost constant, the runtime of FR-AGG-W-LS
and FR-AGG-h-LS increases significantly with `. In other
words, increasing ` makes the problems more complex by
increasing the number of unknowns.
Two
more
experiments
were
conducted
on
FR-INDIV-MNMF by varying the number of users n
and the sparsity ratio s. Table I reports the results. For
instance, a sparsity value s = 0.001 means that a user cannot
be interested in more than one per thousand features. The
main observation we can make here is that FR-INDIV-MNMF
is more sensitive to the number of users than to the sparsity
ratio.
VII. R ELATED WORK
Non negative matrix factorization. Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is a powerful tool for data analysis with enhanced interpretability. The seminal paper [13] utilized NMF
to identify matrix factors with parts-of-whole interpretations
[13] and introduced an iterative algorithm with multiplicative
update rules. The cost functions considered were L2 and
Kullback-Leibler divergence. Although many algorithms have
been proposed to solve the factorization problem, it seems
that none of them satisfies the constraints imposed by our
problem. [13] produces factors that may not respect the
column stochasticity and sparsity constraints on W and H.
While Hoyer [9], proposed a NMF algorithm in which very
general sparsity constraints on the factors can be specified,
the proposed complex algorithm uses a much slower“additive”
iterative steps and does not have convergence guarantees.
Attributes ranking. In recent years there has been some
interest in ranking attributes in relational databases. Das et
al. [3] orders attributes in order to choose a set of useful
attributes that were most influential in the ranking of items. In
contrast, our aim is to order the features based on the aggregate
or individual interaction count. Miah et al. [14] ranks item
attributes so as to maximize the “visibility” of items as defined
by the number of top-k queries they match. However, in our
problem we are interested in ranking attribute values rather
that the attributes themselves.
Feature Ranking. Feature selection [6], [12] is another seemingly related work to ours. The aim of feature selection

algorithms is to identify the redundant/irrelevant features that
have a low score based on some scoring function that are then
discarded. However, our work differs from the extensive work
on feature selection because our goal is to rank item features
by leveraging user interaction and not to reduce the cost of
building models or discard irrelevant features. The scoring
function defines a global ranking of features while our aim
is to identify item specific feature ranking.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the feature ranking problem
that ranks features of an item by only considering useritem interaction information such as visits. We motivated a
probabilistic preference model , defined two variants of the
problem based on the granularity of the interaction information available and proposed different algorithms (based on
constrained convex optimization, network flow approximation,
and marginal NMF) to solve these variants. In the future, we
would like to investigate a variant where users can choose an
item through a weighted combination of features. We would
also like to use the sequential user-item interaction information
(such as a session) to perform feature ranking.
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